
ture [I] critiqued elsewhere. 
This is only one indication 
of how post-modernist art, 

which emerged as a troping 
of modernist categories, is 
now trumped in turn. 
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rt that, for the most part, fits 
well enough into the perva-
sive design-and-display cul-

Pierre Bismuth Where is Rocky 2?

Porta literary festival. It was here that I was 
fortunate enough to meet the legendary 
writer, philosopher, situationist, and author 
of The Revolution of Everyday Life, Raoul 
Vaneigem. There we discussed the legacy of 
that radical artistic and political movement, 
of Vaneigem’s continued commitment to an 
‘art of living’ that transcends the historical 
recuperation of situationism as such, and to 
a civil disobedience that might foster ‘com-
munities where desire for life overwhelms 
the tyranny of money and power’. 
 While in the city, I also met another 
hero of mine, Marcel Broodthaers. Like 
Vaneigem, Broodthaers was a veteran of 
May 1968, but if – as Vaneigem states – the 
évènements precipitated the unravelling of 
the situationist project into ‘self-parody’, 
Broodthaers was shortly to turn parody 
itself into a virtue. As self-appointed di-
rector of his own Musée d’Art moderne, 

Broodthaers constructed an aesthetic of ad-
ministration that identified the institutional 
mechanisms of art as the determining site of 
meaning, while his Département des Aigles 
made plain the truth of Vaneigem’s sugges-
tion that the ‘museum suffers from being a 
closed space in which works waste away’. 
 Lucky, then, that the young Mexican 
artist, Mario Garcia Torres, whom I also 
met in Brussels, works to reanimate so 
much of the conceptualist legacy. Indeed, 
it was Garcia Torres that put me in touch 
with the Belgian provocateur at Galerie 
Jan Mot, in his solo show, All That Color 
Is Making Me Blind. Having enjoyed the 
eponymous centrepiece of this show, a ten-
channel video installation, I was alerted to 
an invisible piece that occupied the gallery 
office, consisting simply of the invitation 
to dial Broodthaers’s number on the office 
telephone. This was a marvellous encoun-

ter with an artwork that – like a good deal 
of Garcia Torres’s work – replays episodes 
in the history of conceptual art in terms of 
repetition and difference, in this case wittily 
inscribing itself within a lineage of ‘tele-
phone works’ that extends from Laszló Mo-
holy-Nagy’s Telephone Pictures of 1922, 
for which the artist telephoned his instruc-
tions for the production of three steel and 
enamel paintings to the foreman of a Berlin 
sign factory, to Walter De Maria’s contri-
bution to the 1969 show, When Attitudes 
Become Form, in Bern, entitled Art by Tel-
ephone. There, a simple notice, placed on 
the floor next to a telephone, read: ‘If this 
telephone rings, you may answer it. Walter 
De Maria is on the line and would like to 
talk to you.’ Now, here we are, in Brussels 
of Vaneigem’s continued commitment to an 
‘art of living’ that transcends the historical 
recuperation of situationism as such, and to 
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BRUSSELS, MARCH 2011

Manon : I remember one of your questions 
was about where I am and about trajectories 
that brought me there. I’ve been thinking 
much about ‘what is a voice’ lately. But, 
when you start thinking of it you realise a 
voice is part of so many things. There is lan-
guage, also very much tone and the enchant-
ment of the singing voice in opera or music, 
the political voice, etc. I’m a bit lost, which 
is a good state of being for the moment. 
 Raimundas : What I like about a state of 
being lost is one’s total involvement in it. 
What is your experience of it?
 M : Yes, it’s true that it’s a total involve-
ment, which for me has to do with a state of 
uncertainty that’s almost physical as if I feel 
my body consists of millions of small parti-
cles, which could suddenly evaporate or take 
on another form. This involvement is also the 
drive to consider everything as a possibility, 
to discover new connections, to be open. 
 R : What are your preferred tools to ap-

proach the smallest particles of being?
 M : Sound and breath, which could be a 
voice. I hope to encounter a person or a piece 
of music or an image on which I can focus 
and articulate the different thoughts on the 
voice and think about it more in cinemato-
graphic terms and develop a work from this. 
 R : Your films ultimately are portraits, 
aren’t they? Suely Rolnik, Sylvia Kristel, 
Jean-Luc Fafchamps playing John Cage’s 
4’33. How do you decide on focusing on a 
specific character? Does that person stand 
for a specific idea or a period for you? Or 
you believe in the singularity of their life? 
 M : Actually in all my work it’s really 
an encounter with a person or something 
else, more than a subject or a theme, which 
evokes the desire to develop a work. An en-
counter in the sense of someone or some-
thing the person does or thinks that affects 
me and heightens the experience of life or 
being. It’s sometimes difficult to point out 
what it exactly is that I’m touched by. For 
example I met Sylvia Kristel at a party of 

friends and I was really fascinated about the 
way she was telling stories. When I asked 
her if I could start recording things with 
her I recorded those monologues where she 
speaks each time about her life in a city she’s 
lived like Paris, Los Angeles, Amsterdam, 
etc. I only used Paris for the film.
 R : Why? Because it is a one of the most 
portrayable cities?
 M : It does have a very cinematographic 
quality, but the reason was that her stories 
about Paris were relating the most to a col-
lective memory of her. The period in Paris 
is when she did the Emmanuelle films and 
when she was together with the writer Hugo 
Claus.
 R : What was the way she told it?
 M : Whenever she spoke about her life 
each time she invented a story anew with 
certain facts that were fixed. One can say 
that what’s interesting is the way memory 
works and how narration plays a role and 
that one never remembers the same thing in 
exactly the same way. But I think the thing 

The Human Voice 
Manon de Boer in conversation 
with Raimundas Malašauskas
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that fascinated me most is the freedom she 
feels when telling a story, not caring much 
about truth, it’s more about the pleasure of 
telling a story. What also fascinated me is 
that she has an ironic distance towards her 
life, that she doesn’t calculate, she takes 
things as they come, which also makes her 
free. The way I made that film was in fact 
very much influenced by her personality. I 
didn’t have a plan, I just started collecting 
material, first the monologues as voice re-
cordings, then I made some super-8 films of 
her and when I decided to start to use the 
monologues of Paris I filmed a bit in Paris 
and it was only then that I started to con-
struct the film and decided on her voice-off 
without image of her when she’s speaking, 
using images of Paris, using the two mono-
logues one after the other etc. So I started to 
edit and then went back to film.  
 R : What about Suely Rolnik and “Reso-
nating Surfaces”?
 M : It was also a real encounter. I met 
her through a friend and the things she 
spoke about, both personal and theoretical, 
were things I recognized as having always 
been important for me, but never so well 
articulated, like for instance what she says 
about micro-politics, vital energy and the 
experience of being, but also many new 
things which stimulated my thinking and 
evoked the desire to do something with her 
to be able to think about it through mak-
ing a work. Making a work is then a way 
to engage in this encounter and by creating 
something it’s also living it and understand-
ing things better. 
 R : And then this knowledge affects your 
ways of living?
 M : Yes, it does, but it’s subtle. Some-
thing Suely has written several times about 
is the paradox between the experience of 
the world through perception (based on 
the recognition of pre-ordered forms) and 
sensation (meaning the open-ended contact 
with the flux of physical phenomena). When 
those two experiences of the world don’t 
match it evokes a state of panic or a feel-
ing of being lost we just spoke about above. 
And   according to her this evokes the desire 
to create new forms or to resist to existing 
forms in order to continue living. Her theory 
is more complicated than this, but it’s some-
thing I recognized and which has made me 
accept this state of being lost from time to 
time as part of life.
 R : I assume this theory may apply to 
many unresolved cognitive and physical in-
tersections.
 M : In Suely’s story in ‘Resonating Sur-
faces’ she connects this theory indirectly to 
a personal story about the voice. When she 
was in exile in Paris, Deleuze wanted her 
to study the screams of death in the opera’s 

Lulu and Wojzeck to discover how the voice 
is the locus of vital energy. It’s about trauma 
and how a system of power, like the dicta-
torship in Brazil at the time, can cut off the 
access to the voice (her voice in the Portu-
guese language) and by this to vital energy.   
My interest right now in the voice is already 
there in this film, but I feel could do something 
else with it or work with it more directly. 
 R : Would your interest embrace the idea 
of a collective voice or do you find this trope 
too much of an empty construct?
 M : I’d have to think about it a bit more, 
but a collective voice to me only speaks out 
from time to time in a specific moment not 
as an idea, like the voice itself as a breath of 
air and then it’s gone.  
 R : It strikes me sometimes how some-
one’s voice may change depending on the 
language a person speaks at the moment. 
Linguistic structures have this power of 
framing the voice, yet sound may determine 
the image construction as it does in your 
films, doesn’t it?
 M : I remember another question of 
your about how do I decide to make a cut. 
It always has a necessity, but it’s difficult to 
recall the reasons. Reasons are often that at 
certain moments it needs a movement or a 
static image, or distance, a point of view 
from above, or proximity, but mostly it’s 
based on how the rhythm of the different 
layers work together to create different tem-
poralities that both connect and create their 
own space and time. Like in ‘Dissonant’ or 
‘Attica’ it’s the length of the film roll or in 
‘Two Times 4’33”’ it’s the length of the per-
formance. Or in ‘Presto, Perfect Sound’ it’s 
the cuts in the soundtrack that determine the 
cuts in the image. I like this element of not 
controlling it, that there’s another logic that 
determines a beginning or end of a sequence 
and that this isn’t an esthetic decision.
 ‘Sylvia Kristel, Paris’, ‘Resonating Sur-
faces’ and ‘Think about Wood, Think about 
Metal’ (my new film) have a lot of editing 
in the image, sound and text. With ‘Sylvia 
Kristel, Paris’ and ‘Resonating Surfaces’ 
I started with editing the interviews. With 
Sylvia I kept the monologues as they were I 
just added some pauses and with Suely I ed-
ited a lot taking fragments of text from dif-
ferent interviews. With ‘Think about Wood, 
Think about Metal’ I started with editing a 
big part of the sound. The editing of the im-
ages was then based on this first layer of text 
or sound, but it’s not directly connected to 
it, it’s a layer that runs parallel to the text, 
like the sound track. All three layers (image, 
sound, text) are for me autonomous spaces, 
which connect through rhythm and flow. 
The images in those films are for me very 
much potential spaces, where something 
could happen or have happened which are 

indirectly related to the story told. 
 R : What is the story of ‘Think about 
Wood, Think about Metal’?
 M : It’s a portrait of an American percus-
sionist, Robyn Schulkowsky, who started 
her studies in the Seventies (like Suely and 
Sylvia). She moved to Europe and worked 
with and knew very well John Cage, Morton 
Feldmann, Stockhausen and composers like 
this. She speaks about the different attitudes 
in composing in music and a bit about her-
self. There’s much less text than in the other 
two films, but a lot of space for her music, 
you here her playing almost continuously. 
For me it’s a film about what it is to listen. 
 R : Listening faculty is rather emanci-
pated in your films. Recording and playback 
quality contribute to that a lot. Sometimes 
in your film installations I feel like in a high-
tech sound recording studio. You must be 
thinking a lot about the multiple dimensions 
of sound recording, don’t you?
 M : It’s very much George van Dam who 
stimulated this. He’s the person with whom I 
developed the sound tracks of ‘Sylvia Kris-
tel-Paris’, ‘Resonating Surfaces’ and ‘Think 
about Wood, Think about Metal’ (and who 
composed parts of them) and who’s the 
violinist in ‘Presto, Perfect Sound’. He’s a 
perfectionist when it comes to sound. Work-
ing together with him I started to hear more 
and more the different dimensions of sound 
recordings. When you’re in a studio working 
on sound and concentrating on all the little 
different little tones and the way they open 
up space, is a state of sensitivity that’s prob-
ably comparable to certain drug experienc-
es. And then of course I want to convey this 
experience to the viewer, but it’s impossible 
to create exactly that same situation outside 
the sound studio. I never heard all there is in 
the sound tracks of my films in an exhibition 
situation or even in cinema. 
 R : What about repetition as a structural 
device?
 M : I often use repetition in editing or in 
the concept of the structure of a film like in 
‘Two Times 4’33”’, because by repeating 
something it’s never the same the second 
time and it’s a way to speak about the flux 
or change in life, it’s a way to become aware 
of different experiences of time, it’s a way 
to create doubt, it’s a way to insert history 
in the experience of the present or break the 
chronology of time, and many more things. 
 R : What is the longest it took for you to 
produce a work? And why?
 M : ‘Sylvia Kristel-Paris’ took me about 
three years to make, because when I started 
recording stories with her I didn’t know yet 
what I would do with it and only slowly from 
the material I collected the idea for a film 
developed. And ‘Think about Wood, Think 
about Metal’ also took about three years, be-
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cause I had a child in between and less time 
to work. But the fact that it has been made 
with some gaps in time allowed me to take 
distance from time to time and make deci-
sions I otherwise wouldn’t have made. 
 R : These sort of ‘gaps’ should be created 
all the time as they create space for a move-
ment – whether in time, or in perception or 
between elsewhere and here. 
 M : I remember your question if I was 
interested in martial arts. I used to live op-
posite a building where there were classes 
in the martial arts. I think you visited me 
once there, but I don’t know if you’ve seen 
them. The building had very big windows 
so I could see exactly what was happening 
inside. In summer when the windows were 
open I always heard them shouting, which 
was very impressive, especially when they 
used sticks and each movement was accom-
panied by a deep shouting plus the sound 
of the sticks. In winter the windows were 
closed so it was just a silent performance 
of those movements.  It’s funny that you ask 
me the questions, because it fascinated me 
a lot at the time, I probably watched it daily 
for a few minutes or longer, but I never felt 
the urge to get to know more about it. 
 R : Where are you at the moment in terms 
of your interests and pursuits? Where did 
you arrive there from? (I am interested to 
follow a trajectory of a course of something, 
for example, one thing transforming to an-
other, rather than analyzing two things sepa-
rately. As isolated entities (whether they are 
ideas or intensities, or simply A and B) they 
could be flat, but perhaps the route that takes 
you there is what creates the multileveled 
experience.)

This interview was conducted via e-mail in 
March 2011, when Manon de Boer started 
working on the film one, two, many, com-
missioned by dOCUMENTA 13 and co-
produced by the gallery. A shorter version 
was published on Mousse 28, April 2011. 
With thanks to Mousse and Raimundas 
Malašauskas.
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on and five planets that came to symbol-
ize the Mesopotamian calendar week, the 
comet’s brief appearance 10,014 years ago 
probably thwarted the likelihood of any 
symbols or names being attributed to it. And 
so, for the time being, unknown comet num-
ber C/1996B2 is now officially known as the 
Comet Hyakutake.
A lot has happened since then, not least of 
which is our ability to drop what we’re doing 
for a few hours and travel to some darker, 
more remote region in the hopes of catching 
a glimpse of a fleeting asteroid. We seek out 

such phenomena because our daily lives do 
not often provide us with the opportunity to 
experience such sublime, annihilating coin-
cidences. Standing beneath such a rare oc-
currence, visible to the naked eye, the mortal 
anxiety of “Why am I here?” can unwind 
into the more beatific attitude of wondering 
“What difference does it make?” When the 
answer to that question is “none,” or even “a 
little,” what harm can their be in continuing 
to do whatever it is that we do?
 The work of Vija Celmins proposes that it 
is precisely the flawed, human-scale redun-

ints and drawings of night skies. Most of 
them have comets streaking across their 
view and all of them are invented. In the 
drawings she begins by making a blank 
charcoal ground and then slowly erasing the 
stars out of it, one by one. The prints happen 
the same way but in reverse, with ink or the 
resistance of ink. Some stars get worked into 
crisp points while others remain nebulous; 
some stars are left faint, far away, and dying 
while others are made larger, closer, brighter. 
 Unlike the scientific beauty of Renais-
sance drawings, in which the depiction of 
light falling on the surface of an object gives 
it not only form but priority in the natural 
order of things, Celmins’ drawings depict 
nothing but pure, emitted light. This is part 
of what makes starlight so captivating: it’s 
strong enough to reach our retinas but too 
weak to illuminate anything. Consequently, 
unlike the light depicted in a Renaissance 
image, the light in a Celmins night sky ac-
tivates our brains without giving us anything 
to contemplate, save our own stimulated 
nerve endings and their impetus, light years 
away. However recognizabiving us anything 
to contemplate, save our own stimulated 
nerve endings and their impele Celmins’ 
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BELLE COMME LE JOUR (2012)
Tristan Bera

Belle de Jour (1967) 
Belle Toujours (2006)

 

 

 
 

 
BCLJ 

Gone with the Wind
Vertigo & Marnie

En cas de malheur
Repulsion

Golden Age Belle de jour Tristana  
That Obscure Object of Desire

La Vie de château 
Mississippi Mermaid

 

Last year in Marienbad 
La Cagna 

Hunger 
Dressed to Kill

Belle toujours 

 
Last Year in Marienbad 

Tristan..  
Vertigo

 

 
Venus in furs

 
(2012) by Dominique Gonzalez- 

Foerster and Tristan Bera will be on display at the gallery in  
Brussels from September 7 to October 27, 2012.

Belle comme le jour
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Summer Thoughts
Sven Augustijnen

The following is a letter by Sven Augustijnen to curator Marta Kuzma, taking its cue from the 
latter’s participation to Documenta 13. Written for “23 Skidoo”, A Prior Magazine, November 2012.

Brussels, 23 July 2012

Dear Marta, 
how are you doing? 

We didn’t really get the chance to talk in Kassel but Dirk made sure that you stayed in my 
mind for some time. When I bumped into him at the Fridericianum asking if he had seen and knew 
of those tapestries, he answered, “that’s Marta’s [choice], a Norwegian or Danish artist or 
something”. 

I am writing you not only to thank you for this great contribution, but also to say how struck 
I was by reading your essay on the works of Hannah Ryggen and learning that, beside exhibiting 
Etiopia, a response to Mussolini’s invasion of Ethiopia, next to Picasso’s Guernica at the 1937 
Paris Expo, she later “hung her tapestries on a clothesline outside her house in Oslo in full 
sight of Nazi soldiers”!

What entered my mind was not only the act itself, but also the coincidence that a certain Léon 
Degrelle, leader of the Belgian fascist party REX, could have been one of these Nazi soldiers, 
as he escaped to Oslo after being sentenced to death in absentia in Brussels on the 29th of 
December 1944. Moreover, on the night of 9th of May 1945, when Western Europe was celebrating 
liberation, he had the genius idea of commandeering the airplane of a certain Albert Speer and 
fly South at a low height over the North Sea, the Netherlands, Belgium and France. He finally 
reached the Spanish border where, out of fuel, he made a final crossing over Mount Urgull and 
let his airplane slide into the Bay of La Concha, San Sebastián, Donostia. 

With a broken arm and several fractured ribs, he found refuge in Franco’s Spain, where–despite 
an extradition demand by the Belgian government and several abduction attempts—he lived for the 
rest of his life and died at age of 87 in 1994. 

Hitler himself hung the SS-Ritterskreuz around Degrelle’s neck for being one of the few who 
survived the battle of Tcherkassy. “If I would have had a son, I would have liked him to be 
like you”, would have been the words of the Führer. Mystifying the rest of his life on these 
words, he became an inspiration, and his house a haven, to many fascists around the world.

I don’t know if you remember the time we met with Dirk in a restaurant near Avenue Louise in 
Brussels. I realize now that the former Brussels headquarters of the SS (in whose caves Jews 
and resistance fighters were tortured) is just around the corner from there. I am not sure if 
the restaurant existed during the war, but the cobblestones of those streets were definitely 
walked by Rexists, if not by Degrelle himself, who, by the way, held his mass meetings of the 
Légion Wallonie at the Palais des Beaux-Arts de Bruxelles! I don’t know why, but I’m suddenly 
imagining a show by you on the rise of Fascism in Europe. The airplane of Speer was a Heinkel 
He 111, in case you want this on the roof of the Beaux-Arts... Guernica was exhibited at the 
Beaux-Arts in 1955; I know this because I recently found a photo of Patrice Lumumba standing in 
front of the painting during his first trip to Belgium. 

By the way, yesterday was the anniversary of the Breivik massacre. Were you in Oslo then? 

Looking forward,
Sven
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Following a six-month residency in the 
Georgian estate at Gibside (UK) with the 
Trust New Art program of the National 
Trust, Tris Vonna-Michell will present 
his new work at BALTIC, Gateshead (UK) 
from October 8 to November 9.

The work Our Castelli Collection (2011) 
by Mario Garcia Torres entered the  
collection of the FRAC Nord-Pas de Calais, 
Dunkirk (FR).

On the 14th of September, Douglas 
Gordon will receive the Käthe-Kollwitz 
Prize 2012. The prize, awarded by the 
Berlin Academy of Arts, will celebrate the 
artist’s seminal contribution to media art.

Sven Augustijnen will be among the core 
artists featured in the upcoming issue #31 
of Afterall Journal. His practice will be ex-
plored in two essays by Sophie Berrebi and 
Robrecht Vanderbeeken.

From September 7 to 9, the gallery will 
participate in the Brussels Art Days. The 
gallery will be open from 16 to 21h from 
September 7 and from noon to 19h on 
September 8 and 9. More information: 
www.brusselsartdays.com

On September 20, at 19h, there will be a 
screening of three works by Manon de Boer 
at Cinematek Brussels: one, two, many 
(2012), Dissonant (2010) and Two Times 
4’33” (2008).

Rsidency in the Georgian estate at Gibside 
(UK) with the Trust New Art program of 
the National Trust, Tris Vonna-Michell will 
present his new work at BALTIC, Gateshead 
(UK) from October 8 to November 9.The 
work Our Castelli Collection (2011) 
by Mario Garcia Torres entered the  
collection of the FRAC Nord-Pas de Calais, 
Dunkirk (FR). On the 14th of September, 
Douglas Gordon will receive the Käthe-
Kollwitz Prize 2012. The prize, awarded by 
the Berlin Academy of Arts, will celebrate 
the artist’s seminal contribution to media 
art. Sven Augustijnen will be among the 
core artists featured in the upcoming issue 
#31 of Afterall Journal. His practice will be 
explored in two essays by Sophie Berrebi 
and Robrecht Vanderbeeken.dOCUMEN-
TA (13), Kassel (DE), 9/6 – 16/9; John Cage 
and... - John Cage as Visual Artist, Museum 
der Moderne Mönchsberg, Salzburg (AT), 

In Brief Agenda 
Sven Augustijnen
Masterpieces in the MAS. Five centuries 
of images in Antwerp, MAS, Antwerp 
(BE), 17/5 – 30/12; TRACK, Ghent (BE), 
12/05 – 16/9; Pop-up, Musée d’Ixelles, Muse-
um van Elsene, Brussels, 20/6 – 9/9; Spec-
tres, Filmfestival Oostende, Oostende (BE), 
7/9 – 15/9 (screening); Viewpoint. A Closer 
Look at Showing, Huis Marseille, Museum 
voor Fotogr , Amsterdam, 14/9 – 9/12; 
Spectres, Artists Space, New York (US), 
26/9 – 27/9 (screening); Spectres, Yale Art 
Gallery, Yale (US), 2/10 (screening).

Pierre Bismuth
Theatre of Life, Contemporary Art Centre, 
Torun (PL), 18/5 – 18/10; The Whole World 
is Watching, Le Magasin - CNAC, Grenoble 
(FR), 2/6 – 2/9; Neon. La materia lumi-
nosa dell’arte, MACRO, Rome, 20/6 – 4/11; 
Motion Capture. Drawing and the Moving 
Image, Lewis Glucksman Gallery, Cork 
(IRL), 27/7 – 4/11; Without (Jonathan Monk), 
Meessen De Clercq, Brussels, 7/9 – 27/10; 
Graphology, Art Exchange, University of 
Essex, Colchester (UK), 1/10 – 3/11.

Manon de Boer
dOCUMENTA (13), Kassel (DE), 9/6 – 16/9; 

tsitrA lausiV sa egaC nhoJ - ...dna egaC nhoJ , 
Museum der Moderne Mönchsberg, Salz-
burg (AT), 14/7 – 7/10; Silence, The Menil 
Collection, Houston (US), 27/7 – 21/10; It’s 
moving from I to it, Brukenthal Museum, 
Sibiu (RO), 31/8 – 30/9; AXENEO7, Qué-
bec (CA), 6/9 – 21/10; Cinematek, Brussels, 
20/09 (screening); Sounds Like Silence, 
HMKV at the Dortmunder U, Dortmund 
(DE), 25/9 – 6/1; One, Two, Many, Doclis-
boa, Lisbon, 18/10 – 28/10 (screening); 
Philadelphia Museum of Art, Philadelphia 
(US), from 23/11; Two Times 4’33”, Cité de 
la Musique, Paris, 15/12 (screening).

Rineke Dijkstra
Arte torna arte, Galleria dell’Accademia, 
Florence (IT), 8/5 – 4/11; Megacool 4.0. 
Youth and Art, Künstlerhaus k/haus, Vienna, 
14/6 – 30/9; Rineke Dijkstra: A Retrospec-
tive, Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, 
New York, 29/6 – 3/10 (solo); Passing 
Time, The Salina Art Center, Salina (US), 
17/8 – 19/10; Decade: 2002/2012, Albright-
Knox Art Gallery, Buffalo (US), 31/8 – 6/1; 
Face to Face, Istanbul Modern, Istanbul 
(TR), 2/10 – 20/1; Elles: Women Artists from 
the Centre Pompidou, Paris, The Seattle Art 
Museum, Seattle (US), 10/10 – 13/1.
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Gartist who had originally been active within 
Dada, and was by now resident in New York. 
He had created a series of artworks that 
used found objects, thereby negating any 
need for traditional artistic skill. Known as 
readymades, of which the most famous is 
Fountain, these artworks were to become a 
major in uence on Fluxus and conceptual art 
in general. A number of other contemporary 
happenings are credited as either anticipat-
ing Fluxus, or as proto- s events.[6] The 
most commonly cited include the series of 
Chamber’s Street loft concerts, New York, 
curated by Yoko Ono and La Monte Young in 
1961 featuring pieces by Jackson Mac Low 
and Henry Flynt,[7] the month-long Yam 
festival held in upstate New York by George 
Brecht and Robert Watts in May, 1963 with 
Ray Johnson and Allan Kaprow that was the 
culmination of a year’s worth of Mail Art 
pieces,[8] and a series of concerts held in 
Mary Bauermeister’s studio, Cologne, 1960-
61 featuring Nam June Paik and John Cage 
amongst many others.[9]Fluxus started with 
the work, and then came together, applying 
the name Fluxus to work which already ex-
isted. It was as if it started in the middle of 
the situation, rather than at the beginning” 
Dick Higgins, interviewed 1986 The Ameri-
can musician and artist La Monte Young had 
been asked to guest-edit an issue of a literary 
journal, Beatitude East, and asked George 
Maciunas, a trained graphic designer, for 
help with the layout; Maciunas supplied the 
paper, design, and some money for publish-
ing of the anthology, which contained a more 
or less arbitrary association of New York 
avant-garde artists at that time. By the end 
of 1961 before An Anthology of Chance Op-
erations [12] was completed (it was ally 
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Mario Garcia Torres
dOCUMENTA (13), Kassel (DE), 9/6 – 16/9; 
Without (Jonathan Monk), Meessen De 
Clercq, Brussels, 7/9 – 27/10; When Atti-
tudes Became Form Become Attitudes, CCA 
Wattis, San Francisco (US), 13/9 – 27/10.

Dominique Gonzalez-Foerster
Belle comme le jour, Jan Mot, Brussels, 
7/9 – 27/10 (solo).

Douglas Gordon
The Sports Show: Minnesota, Minneapo-
lis Institute of Arts, Minneapolis (US), 
16/2 – 2/9; Sculpture in the Gardens, 
Waddeston Manor, Aylesbury (UK), 
26/3 – 28/10; House of Cards, Waddesdon 
Manor, Aylesbury (UK), 26/3 – 28/10; 
Fotografie Total, MMK, Franfurt (DE), 
3/6 – 16/9; Tales of the City: Art Fund Inter-
national and the GoMA Collection, Gallery 
of Modern Art, Glasgow (UK), 8/6 – 20/1; 
Faces, Galerie Rudolfinum, Prague, 
21/6 – 16/9; ALICE – In the Wonderland 
of Art, Hamburger Kunsthalle, Hamburg 
(DE), 22/6 – 30/9; Kathe-Kollwitz Prize, 
Akademie der Künste, Berlin, 14/9 – 28/10 
(solo).

Joachim Koester
Kunsthal Charlottenburg, Copenhagen, 
24/8 – 30/12 (solo); Some Boarded Up 
Houses, Galleri Nicolai Wallner, Copenha-
gen, 30/8 – 29/9 (solo); Whitstable Biennale, 
Whitstable (UK), 1/9 – 16/9; Sehnsucht, 
Kasteel van Gaasbeek, Gaasbeek (BE), 
9/9 – 11/11; Taipei Biennial 2012, Taipei, 
29/9 – 13/1.

David Lamelas
Ignacio Liprandi Arte Contemporaneo, 
Buenos Aires, 5/7 – 31/8 (solo); Light at 
the Edge of a Nightmare, Parra Romero, 
Madrid, 20/9 – 27/10 (solo).

Sharon Lockhart
Sharon Lockhart | Noa Eshkol, LACMA, 
Los Angeles (US), 2/6 – 9/9 (solo); Sharon 
Lockhart | Noa Eshkol, The Jewish Muse-
um, New York (US), 2/11 – 24/3 (solo); 
Sharon Lockhart | Noa Eshkol , Thyssen-
Bornemisza Art Contemporary, Augarten 
(AT), from 22/11 (solo).

Tino Sehgal
dOCUMENTA (13), Kassel (DE), 9/6 – 16/9; 
Turbine Hall, Tate Modern, London, 
17/7 – 28/10 (solo).

Tris Vonna-Michell
Searching for the Fountain, Mod-
erna Museet, Stockholm, 6/6 – 16/9;  
The Residents, BALTIC, Gateshead (UK), 
8/10 – 9/11 (solo).

Ian Wilson
Materializing Six Years: Lucy R. Lippard and 
the Emergence of Conceptual Art, Brooklyn 
Museum, Brooklyn (US), 14/9 – 3/2; The 
Pure Awareness of the Absolute (Discus-
sions), Dia Beacon, Beacon (US), 15/9; 
The Pure Awareness of the Absolute (Discus-
sions), Dia Beacon, Beacon (US), 20/10.

Colophon
Publisher Jan Mot, Brussels
Concept Design Maureen Mooren & 
Daniël van der Velden
Graphic Design Maureen Mooren, 
Amsterdam
Printing Cultura, Wetteren

The other main influence, of which mu-
champ, was a French artist who had original-
ly been active within Dada, and was by now 
resident in New York. He had created a series 
of artworks that used found objects, thereby 
negating any need for traditional artistic skill. 
Known as readymades, of which the most 
famous is Fountain, these artworks were to 
become a major influence on Fluxus and 
conceptual art in general. A number of other 
contemporary happenings are credited as 
either anticipating Fluxus, or as proto-fluxus 
events.[6] The most commonly cited include 
the series of Chamber’s Street loft concerts, 
New York, curated by Yoko Ono and La 
Monte Young in 1961 featuring pieces by 
Jackson Mac Low and Henry Flynt,[7] the 
month-long Yam festival held in upstate New 
York by George Brecht and Robert Watts 
in May, 1963 with Ray Johnson and Allan 
Kaprow that was the culmination of a year’s 
worth of Mail Art pieces,[8] and a series of 
concerts held in Mary Bauermeister’s studio, 
Cologne, 1960-61 featuring Nam June Paik 
and John Cage amongst many others.[9]
Fluxus started with the work, and then came 
together, applying the name Fluxus to work 
which already existed. It was as if it started in 
the middle of the situation, rather than at the 
beginning” Dick Higgins, interviewed 1986 
The American musician and artist La Monte 
Young had been asked to guest-edit an is-
sue of a literary journal, Beatitude East, and 
asked George Maciunas, a trained graphic 
designer, for help with the layout; Maciunas 
supplied the paper, design, and some money 
for publishing of the anthology, which con-
tained a more or less arbitrary association 
of New York avant-garde artists at that time. 
By the end of 1961 before An Anthology of 
Chance Operations [12] was completed (it 
was finally published in 1963 by Mac Low 
and Young), Maciunas had moved to Ger-
many to escape his creditors. From there, 
he continued his contact with the New York 

tic language that for over a decade has been 
defined by narratives of time, memory, and 
the relationship between sound and image.  
Central to her work has been a keen focus on 
the temporal dimensions of portraiture, de-
picting friends, writers, dancers, composers, 
and musicians on film to subtly capture the 
nature of memory and the passage of time.  
And yet, alongside documentarian strain that 
threads through her work, De Boer has also 
reconceived the structures of sound and mu-
sical composition to explore how they trans-
form cinematic perception. For De Boer’s 
first solo exhibition in an American museum, 
the Contemporary Art Museum St. Louis 
presents four key works that address the art-
ist’s attention to musical structures on film. 
Exploring notions of performance—and the 
ways that sound can give a film its form—
this exhibition spotlights De Boer’s expan-
sive and grounding experimentations with 
sound, image, and the conditions of cinema.
While for the Contemporary Art Museum 
in St. Louis the works are orchestrated side-
by-side in an ambitious installation, the 
exhibition in London is conceived as a par-
cour through the new galleries of the South 
London Gallery, where each film occupies 
a single space in order to accentuate the 
viewer’s intimacy with the work. The display 
in London responds to the architecture of the 
spaces, abandoning the projection booth in 
favour of projection in an open, bare gallery. 
The exhibition is complwork. The display in 
London responds to the architecture of the 
spaces, abandoning the projection booth in 
favour of projection in an open, bare gallery. 
The exhibition is complemeemented by a se-
ries of screenings of her longer l
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